Who we are
Xké? (“perché” means “why?” in Italian) is an educational center where schools can find science
activities (divided in 6 different sections). The entire name is “Why? The curiosity lab”.
The main goal of the Center is to approach science through creativity, curiosity and a playful
experience.
Open in 2011 for school classes (6 to 13) Xké? is a project focused especially on the idea of an
innovative teaching method and to close the gap between kids and science.
Organized in exhibits and based on the “hands on” method, kids are involved in group activities,
games and positive competitions: they can learn by doing.
Visiting Xké? is not like going to see an exhibition or a traditional museum. It requires interaction,
it stimulates kids’ curiosity with the overall goal of presenting them with a dynamic, unique
learning experience.

Our activities
The Centre has six different spaces where the labs take place. By September 2015, the activities
available for classes are more than 25; each teacher can choose the science lab more suitable for
that class in that specific year (curricula).

List of the labs
The Italian version of the detailed labs and activities is available at the following link:
http://www.laboratoriocuriosita.it/index.php/percorsididattici/

Our experiences are all based on the “hands on” method. Classes can experience science, see
phenomena, inquire thinking, using game as medium to tackle the essence of science, even in
daily life.

Where we are
Located in the heart of Torino (Via Gaudenzio Ferrari, 1)

The Centre is open only to schools (6/13 years old).
Monday to Friday from 9 am to 5 pm.

Numbers
Every year, over 700 classes (6-13 years old) come and take lab activities @Xkè?
Every year, more than 15.000 students
Every year, more than 5.000 children during the summer (Summer Camp)

Contacts
To learn more on Xkè? @
laboratoriocuriosita@xkezerotredici.it
or call +39 011 8129786

